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The post-harvest period in highly productive vineyards is important for restoring carbohydrate 
reserves and maintaining the yield levels in the following season. These carbohydrate reserves 
in the perennial tissues range during dormancy between 0.5 and 2.2kg in mature vines 
(Holzapfel et. al. 2010). The reserve depletion commonly occurs in early spring for canopy 
establishment, while a decline during maturation has been observed under higher yield levels. 
The replenishment of the carbohydrate reserves generally occurs during early berry 
development and can continue during berry maturation. However, the later depends on fruit to 
leaf ratio and constraints such as limited availability of water (Roussow et al. 2017), recent work 
on vine balance where considerably different fruit to leaf ratios were implemented  has shown 
that carbohydrate reserves at dormancy are not affected. This and earlier research shows that 
in warmer climates further replenishment commonly occurs after harvest, being particularly 
crucial to support and maintain high yield levels (Smith and Holzapfel 2009). Even a relatively 
short post-harvest period in cooler climates can contribute to grapevine reserve levels at 
dormancy (Greven et al. 2016). 

The length and effectiveness of the period after harvest is determined by the climatic conditions 
and by viticultural practices (e.g. irrigation), affecting the function of the canopy and the level of 
assimilate production. The management of the post-harvest period can alter winter 
carbohydrate reserves of the perennial structure and consequentially the vegetative and 
reproductive development in the next season. The removal of leaves at harvest resulted in 
lower winter carbohydrate levels in the perennial structure, smaller canopies and yields in the 
following growing season. In contrast, an extension of the post-harvest period by early crop 
removal increased reserves, shoot growth, bunch numbers and size (Smith and Holzapfel 
2009, Holzapfel et al. 2006). Viticultural practices such as reduced irrigation and hedging 
(Figure 1 and 2) can alter winter reserves and productivity in the following season (Holzapfel 
and Smith 2012). Four fold differences between vineyards in carbohydrate root reserves were 
observed in the southern regions in NSW (Holzapfel et al. 2010). 

Nutrient reserves are also important for early grapevine development, since the uptake by the 
roots is not sufficient in this period (Wermelinger et al. 1991, Xia and Cheng 2004). The 
grapevine stores a substantial amount of nutrients in the perennial structure after leaf fall, for 
nitrogen (N) the amounts can vary between 10 and 75g per vine (Löhnertz et al. 1989, Treeby 
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and Weatley 2006), being influenced by environmental and management factors. In the warmer 
climates a substantial amount of N is taken up after harvest and provides 60% of the stored N 
for the following season (Conradie 1992). The stored N together with the carbohydrate reserves 
are required to support shoot growth in the following spring (Conradie 1992, Zapata et al. 
2004), other mobile nutrients could be equally important for the next season’s growth (Tromp 
1983). A poorly supplied canopy with N (and Fe) will result in an earlier leaf-fall, affecting the 
carbohydrate production. 

In addition to irrigation and nutrition management, the accumulation of carbohydrate and 
nutrient reserves after harvest can be influenced by pest and diseases. The occurrence of 
powdery mildew can particularly impact on the leaves capacity to produce assimilates (Nail and 
Howell 2005). The spore loads of the fungi produced during the post-harvest period, will also 
significantly contribute to the disease pressure of the developing canopy in the following spring. 
Therefore it is important to assess the health status in the post-harvest period of the canopy 
and implement disease control if required. The input requirements of water and nutrient 
application can be estimated by determining reserves status with a cheap and rapid 
methodology using spectroscopy (Schmidtke et al. 2012, Smith et al. 2014). The amount and 
timing of these inputs are important to ensure profitability by minimising costs and ensure long-
term vineyard productivity, with the management of the post-harvest period contributing to the 
refinement of overall grape production. 

The reserves in the perennial structure are crucial to balance the demand of the various organs 
during the growing season, these are also important to buffer the grapevines against abiotic 
and biotic stress (Holzapfel et al. 2010). The post-harvest heat accumulation in growing degree 
days (GDD) are predicted to double  by 2030 in the cooler regions of NSW, making them 
similar to the current post-harvest heat accumulation in the Riverina (Hall et al. 2016). These 
future predictions that the post-harvest period becomes longer (Figure 3) and more effective 
indicates that further vineyard inputs are required and more pronounced reserves accumulation 
likely to occur, in particular for the cooler grape growing regions. 
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Figure 1: Post-harvest deficit irrigation treatment in a Shiraz vineyard the Riverina. 

 

Figure 2. Carbohydrate reserve management trial after post-harvest hedging in Chardonnay. 

 

Figure 3. The postharvest-period will be longer and warmer in the future (leaf fall in Hilltops, 
NSW). 
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